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JES FOCUS ISSUE ON REDOX FLOW BATTERIES—REVERSIBLE FUEL CELLS

Electrode Kinetics of Vanadium Flow Batteries: Contrasting
Responses of VII -VIII and VIV -VV to Electrochemical Pretreatment
of Carbon
A. Bourke,a,b,∗ M. A. Miller,b,∗ R. P. Lynch,a,∗∗,z X. Gao,c,∗∗ J. Landon,c,∗∗ J. S. Wainright,b,∗∗
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a Department of Physics & Energy, Materials & Surface Science Institute, University of Limerick, Limerick,
b Department of Chemical Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106, USA
c Center for Applied Energy Research, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40511, USA

Ireland

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry were used to investigate the electrode kinetics of VII -VIII and
VIV -VV in H2 SO4 on glassy carbon, carbon paper, carbon xerogel, and carbon fibers. It was shown that, for all carbon materials
investigated, the kinetics of VII -VIII is enhanced by anodic, and inhibited by cathodic, treatment of the electrode; in contrast, the
kinetics of VIV -VV is inhibited by anodic, and enhanced by cathodic, treatment. The potential region for each of these effects
varied only slightly with carbon material. Rate constants were always greater for VIV -VV than for VII -VIII except when anodized
electrodes were compared, which may explain discrepancies in the literature. The observed effects are attributed to oxygen-containing
functional-groups on the electrode surface. The considerable differences between the potentials at which enhancement of VII -VIII and
inhibition of VIV -VV occur indicates that they do not correspond to a common oxidized state of the electrode. Likewise inhibition of
VII -VIII and enhancement of VIV -VV do not correspond to a common reduced state of the electrode. It is possible that enhancement
of both VII -VIII and VIV -VV is due to the same (active) state of the electrode.
© The Author(s) 2015. Published by ECS. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives 4.0 License (CC BY-NC-ND, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/),
which permits non-commercial reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is not changed in any
way and is properly cited. For permission for commercial reuse, please email: oa@electrochem.org. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0131601jes]
All rights reserved.
Manuscript submitted August 14, 2015; revised manuscript received September 21, 2015. Published October 23, 2015. This was
Paper 123 presented at the Chicago, Illinois, Meeting of the Society, May 24–28, 2015. This paper is part of the JES Focus Issue on
Redox Flow Batteries–Reversible Fuel Cells.

There is considerable interest in vanadium flow batteries
(VFBs), also known as vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs or
VRBs), for storage of electrical energy particularly in conjunction with renewable energy sources such as wind and solar.1–6
Active areas of research include cell design and modelling,7–9
performance and state-of-charge monitoring,10–16 coulombic and
energy efficiencies,5,17,18 electrolytes,11–16,19,20 membranes,4,21 and
electrodes.22–56 Cells typically have porous carbon electrodes and
electrode performance can depend strongly on electrode treatment.
Various electrochemical,22–27,36–41 chemical,36,40,43,44 and thermal45–49
treatments have been reported. These treatments often have the effect of oxidizing or reducing the surface, and the influence of surface
oxygen species on electrochemical kinetics at carbon electrodes is
recognized,22,57–60 although often not well understood.
Thermal45–49 and chemical36,40,43,44 treatments of electrodes for
VFBs have been tested on a range of carbon-based electrodes and, in
general, these treatments result in higher activities of the electrode toward the vanadium redox reactions. There are also a number of reports
of the effect of electrochemical treatment of electrodes. Anodic treatment of carbon felt was reported22,36 to cause a decrease in the kinetic
rates of the VIV -VV redox couple. In contrast, there are also reports of
enhancement of VIV -VV kinetics after electrochemical oxidation38–41
(of graphite and carbon felt electrodes) and of VII -VIII kinetics after
potential cycling61 (of highly-oriented-pyrolytic-graphite and glassy
carbon electrodes). However, in considering the effects of anodization
on a carbon surface it must be borne in mind that carbon can corrode
at anodic potentials and that this can sometimes lead to roughening
of the surface with a consequent enhancement of electrode current.
On the other hand, cathodic treatment of an electrode consisting of
graphene oxide on a glassy-carbon substrate was reported37 to cause
an increase in the kinetic rates of both VIV -VV and VII -VIII redox
∗ Electrochemical Society Student Member.
∗∗ Electrochemical Society Active Member.
∗∗∗ Electrochemical Society Fellow.
z
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couples. It has also been reported62 that after hydrogen evolution had
occurred on a graphite electrode that the kinetic rate of the VII -VIII
redox couple was decreased. The vanadium redox reactions are clearly
very sensitive to the chemistry of the carbon surface.
The kinetics of both VII -VIII and VIV -VV redox couples have been
studied for a range of different carbon materials using a variety of
techniques, and it is clear that the kinetic rates depend strongly both
on the type of carbon used and on the preparation of the electrode
surface.29,46,50–52 Generally, the kinetics are reported17,28–33 to be faster
for VIV -VV than for VII -VIII ; however there are also reports34,35,63 that
VIV -VV has slower kinetics than VII -VIII . Table I shows a comparison
of kinetic rate metrics for a range of carbon materials for both the
VII -VIII and VIV -VV reactions. It is clear from this table that even
on the same electrode material, e.g. glassy carbon, and for the same
Table I. Comparison of the kinetic rate constants ko at the
electrodes indicated for both VII -VIII and VIV -VV . Also calculated
is the rate ratio k45 /k23 (k45 and k23 represent, respectively, the
values of ko for VIV -VV and VII -VIII ).
ko (×10−6 cm s−1 ) Rate Ratio
Electrode Material
Glassy carbon

Carbon Paper
Pyrolytic Graphite
Felt
Plastic Formed Carbon
Graphite Reinforced Carbon

Reference VII -VIII
29,30
50
28
31
50
51
50
45
51
35

17
54
1.0
(30.9)a
1130
550
35
15.4
530
9700

VIV -VV

k45 /k23

750
13
(150)a
(1360)a
1040
130
517
18.3
850
5000

44
0.24
150
44
0.92
0.24
15
1.2
1.6
0.52

a Rate constants k were calculated from the reported data for the exo
change current density assuming a symmetry factor α of 0.5.
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electrolyte species, e.g. VII -VIII , the kinetic rate metrics reported vary
by over an order of magnitude from author to author. Also calculated
in Table I is the rate ratio (i.e. the ratio of the kinetic rate constant
ko for VIV -VV oxidation-reduction to that for VII -VIII ). These ratios
vary from 0.24 to 150. Thus, not only is there a discrepancy as to the
magnitude of the relative activities but there is also a discrepancy7 as
to which half-cell has faster kinetics. Thus, the electrode kinetics of
these vanadium redox couples, which are the basis of the VFB, require
further investigation.
We have reported22–27 preliminary results showing that electrochemical treatment of carbon electrodes can have very significant
effects on electrode kinetics. These include enhancement of VII -VIII
kinetics and inhibition of VIV -VV kinetics by anodic treatment; and
enhancement of VIV -VV and inhibition of VII -VIII by cathodic treatment. We examined in detail22 the effects of electrode pretreatment
on the kinetics of VIV -VV on several types of carbon electrodes using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
Our results demonstrated that, in all cases, pronounced activation of
electrodes typically occurs at treatment potentials more negative than
∼+0.1 V and pronounced deactivation at treatment potentials more
positive than ∼+0.7 V. The activation and deactivation effects are
observed regardless of whether vanadium is present in the electrolyte
during electrode treatment and are attributed to oxygen-containing
functional groups on the electrode surface.
In this paper we report a detailed comparison of the contrasting
effects on the kinetics of VII -VIII and VIV -VV of both anodic and cathodic electrode treatments for several carbon materials and show that
an understanding of these effects can explain many of the discrepancies in the literature.
Experimental
Glassy carbon was supplied by Tokai Carbon, carbon paper (SpectraCarb 2050L) by Fuelcellstore, and carbon xerogel64–67 by the University of Kentucky; fibers were extracted from carbon felt (TS5345)
supplied by Graftech.
Glassy-carbon electrodes were constructed by contacting the back
of the carbon coupon to a copper wire using carbon conductive adhesive (Leit-CCC from SPI Supplies). The contact was isolated from
the electrolyte with epoxy (Hardman) so that only the carbon surface
of interest was exposed. The wire was sealed into glass tubing with
epoxy.
A similar contact configuration was also used in the construction
of electrodes of other carbon materials. In the case of the porous
materials (carbon paper and carbon xerogel), the contact was isolated
from the electrolyte by filling a section of the porous material with
lacquer/epoxy and sealing into glass tubing with epoxy. Again, only
the carbon surface of interest was exposed to the electrolyte.
Single-fiber micro-electrodes were constructed by extracting a
fiber from bulk graphite felt. The fiber was mounted across a raised
glass platform and each end of the fiber was connected to a separate copper wire using carbon or silver (Silver Paste Plus from SPI
Supplies) conductive adhesives. The contacts were isolated from the
electrolyte using epoxy and glass. The wires were sealed into glass
tubing with epoxy.
A conventional three-electrode cell configuration was used employing a platinum counter electrode and saturated Hg/Hg2 SO4 reference electrode to which all potentials were referenced. The cell was
thermostatted at 25◦ C and the electrolyte deaerated by purging with nitrogen. VIV electrolyte solutions (1.5 mol dm−3 vanadium and 4.5 mol
dm−3 sulfate) were prepared using sulfuric acid and vanadyl sulfate
(VOSO4 ) supplied by Sigma Aldrich. VII and VV solutions were obtained by reducing or oxidizing the VIV solution in a flow cell. These
were then used to prepare mixed electrolyte solutions (1:1 VIV -VV
and 1:1 VII -VIII ). Air exposure of VII solutions and VII -VIII mixtures
was avoided as far as possible and all experiments were carried out
under nitrogen-sparged conditions. A Metrohm Autolab (model PGSTAT100) Electrochemical Workstation interfaced to a computer was
employed for cell parameter control and for data acquisition.

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were run continuously at 50 mV s−1 ,
beginning at the rest potential with switching potentials of −1.25 V
and −0.6 V, for the VII -VIII system, and 0.8 V and 0.2 V, for the VIV -VV
system, until steady-state curves were obtained. The steady-state CV
(typically the 10th cycle) was used as a diagnostic of electrode activity.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were
carried out at the rest potential with an a.c. amplitude of 10 mV from
20 kHz to 0.2 Hz, and data were analyzed using a Randles equivalent
circuit so as to calculate charge transfer resistances.
In this work, the effect of electrochemical treatment potential was
investigated in detail in a series of experiments that will be described in
the results section. Before each experiment, electrodes were subjected
to a normalization treatment22 typically three cycles, each of 60 s at a
cathodic potential of −2.0 V (for experiments in VII -VIII electrolyte) or
−0.9 V (for experiments in VIV -VV electrolyte) and 60 s at an anodic
potential of +1.5 V. The purpose of this normalization treatment
was to minimize any effect of electrode history. Newly-constructed
electrodes underwent a number of normalization treatments before
use in experiments (i.e. all electrodes were initially aged).
Results and Discussion
Effect of electrode treatment on VII -VIII and VIV -VV kinetics.—
The effects of both anodic and cathodic treatment of a glassy-carbon
electrode on the electrode kinetics of both VII -VIII and VIV -VV were
investigated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and
cyclic voltammetry.
Typical results for VII -VIII are shown in Fig. 1a where EIS was
used to monitor electrode kinetics on the same glassy-carbon electrode
under the same conditions but after two different treatments. Curve A
was obtained after the electrode had been anodically treated at +1.5 V
for 60 s while Curve C was obtained after it had subsequently been
cathodically treated at −2.0 V for 60 s. Clearly, the charge transfer
resistance is much larger in C than in A, indicating that the kinetics
of VII -VIII are inhibited by cathodic treatment. Subsequent anodic
treatment at +1.5 V for 60 s again gave a curve similar to A. The
behavior of the electrode could be “toggled” repeatedly in this way
between a reduced state and an oxidized state with corresponding
curves similar to C and A respectively.

Figure 1. Comparison of Nyquist plots for a glassy-carbon electrode after
anodic and cathodic treatments in (a) a VII -VIII electrolyte and (b) a VIV -VV
electrolyte. Curve A was obtained after anodic treatment at +1.5 V for 60 s.
Curve C was obtained after cathodic treatment at (a) −2.0 V and (b) −0.9 V
for 60 s. EIS were run at the rest potential with an a.c. amplitude of 10 mV.
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Figure 3. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) CVs for a glassy-carbon electrode in a VII VIII electrolyte after anodic treatment at the potentials indicated. Before anodic
treatment in each case the electrode was cathodically pretreated at −2.0 V for
60 s. In both (a) and (b), the broken line shows a typical (baseline) curve for the
cathodically pretreated electrode. After each anodic treatment, the electrode
was allowed to rest at open circuit for 60 s after which EIS measurements
were made with an a.c. amplitude of 10 mV followed by CVs at 50 mV s−1 .
The 10th CV (steady state) is shown in each case. Normalization treatment,
described in the Experimental section, was carried out between experiments.
Selected frequencies are indicated in the Nyquist plots: 100 Hz , 10 Hz ,
and 1 Hz ♦.
Figure 2. Comparison of CVs of a glassy-carbon electrode after anodic and
cathodic treatments in (a) a VII -VIII electrolyte and (b) a VIV -VV electrolyte.
Curve A shows the steady-state CV after anodic treatment at +1.5 V for 60 s.
Curve C shows the steady-state CV after cathodic treatment at −2.0 V for
60 s. The scan rate was 50 mV s−1 .

Corresponding results22 for VIV -VV are shown in Fig. 1b. However, in sharp contrast with Fig. 1a, the charge transfer resistance is
much smaller in C (after cathodic treatment) than in A (after anodic
treatment) indicating that the kinetics of VIV -VV are enhanced by
cathodic treatment.
Fig. 2 shows results of experiments similar to those in Fig. 1 except
that in this case cyclic voltammetry was used to monitor the reaction
rates. Typical results for VII -VIII are shown in Fig. 2a. The shapes of
the voltammograms in Fig. 2 are complex. However, we restrict our
focus to a narrow potential window close to the rest potential, where
linear kinetics should predominate. Clearly, in this region the currents
are much smaller in C (after cathodic treatment) than in A (after
anodic treatment), confirming the results in Fig. 1a that the kinetics
of VII -VIII are inhibited by cathodic treatment. Corresponding results
for VIV -VV are shown in Fig. 2b. In this case, the currents close to the
rest potential are much larger in C than in A confirming the results in
Fig. 1b that the kinetics of VIV -VV are enhanced by cathodic treatment.

The reproducibility of these effects was excellent. Both EIS and
CV experiments showed that alternate cathodization and anodization
of the electrode repeatedly toggled its behavior as described, with
cathodization always leading to inhibition of VII -VIII and enhancement
of VIV -VV . Similar effects were observed when the electrode was
anodically or cathodically treated at other potentials.
Thus, the results obtained in VII -VIII electrolyte (Figs. 1a and 2a)
are in direct contrast to those obtained in VIV -VV electrolyte (Figs. 1b
and 2b): the rates of the VII -VIII reactions were inhibited by cathodic
treatment, while the rates of the VIV -VV reactions were enhanced by
cathodic treatment.
Effect of treatment potential.— Similar effects to those illustrated
in Figs. 1 and 2 were observed when the electrode was anodically or
cathodically treated at other potentials. The reproducibility of these
effects was excellent at all treatment potentials investigated.
To examine the effect of anodic treatment potential on VII -VIII
kinetics, a series of experiments was carried out. In each experiment
an electrode which had initially been treated cathodically was then
treated at a selected anodic potential. Typical results are shown in
Fig. 3. The broken line in Fig. 3a shows a typical Nyquist plot
(baseline) of a cathodically treated electrode and the solid lines show
plots after treatment at selected anodic potentials. It can be seen that
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Figure 5. Rate constants (open circles) from EIS results in Figs. 3a and 4a,
and CV currents (closed circles) from Figs. 3b and 4b plotted against anodic
(A) and cathodic (C) treatment potential (for a glassy-carbon electrode in a
1:1 VII -VIII electrolyte). Each CV current shown is the average of the absolute
values of current at +25 mV and −25 mV with respect to the rest potential.

Figure 4. (a) Nyquist plots and (b) CVs for a glassy-carbon electrode in a
VII -VIII electrolyte after cathodic treatment at the potentials indicated. Before
cathodic treatment in each case the electrode was anodically pretreated at
1.5 V for 60 s. In both (a) and (b), the broken line shows a typical curve
(baseline) of an anodically pretreated electrode and the solid lines show curves
after treatment at selected cathodic potentials. The methodology was similar
to that used for the results in Fig. 3.

as the treatment potential is made progressively more positive, the
semi-circle diameters in the subsequent Nyquist plots are progressively smaller (decreased charge-transfer resistance) indicating progressively increased activation of the electrode.
Similarly, the broken line in Fig. 3b shows a typical CV (baseline)
of a cathodically treated electrode and the solid lines show CVs after
treatment at selected anodic potentials. It can be seen that as the
treatment potential is made progressively more positive, the currents in
the subsequent CVs are progressively larger indicating progressively
increased activation of the electrode.
The effect of cathodic treatment potential on VII -VIII kinetics was
investigated in a similar series of experiments; typical EIS results
from this series of experiments are shown in Fig. 4a and CV results in
Fig. 4b. In each case, the broken line shows a typical curve (baseline)
of an anodically treated electrode, and the solid lines show curves after treatment at selected cathodic potentials. Clearly, as the treatment
potential is made progressively more negative, the charge-transfer
resistances in the Nyquist plots are progressively larger and the currents in the corresponding CVs are progressively smaller indicating
progressively increased deactivation of the electrode.
The activity of the electrode after treatment at a given potential
was quantitatively estimated using metrics from both EIS (Figs. 3a
and 4a) and CV measurements (Figs. 3b and 4b). For the EIS, the
metric was the electrochemical rate constant ko estimated68 from the
charge transfer resistance; for the CVs, the metric was the average of
the absolute values of current at +25 mV and −25 mV (with respect
to the rest potential). Results for each metric are plotted against treat-

ment potential in Fig. 5. The changes in activity are large; e.g., the
value of k0 after anodic treatment at 1.5 V is greater by a factor of ∼10
than that after cathodic treatment at −2 V. It can be seen that there is
good agreement between the two metrics with regard to the potential
region in which activation and deactivation of the electrode occurs.
For anodic treatment (A), at potentials more positive than ∼−0.4 V
the activity begins to increase; this trend continues as the potential is made more positive with a rapid increase in activity between
−0.4 V and +0.5 V until the effect appears to approach saturation at
∼+1.0 V. For cathodic treatment (C), at potentials more negative than
∼−0.9 V the activity begins to decrease; this trend continues as the potential is made more negative with a rapid decrease in activity between
−1.0 V and −1.5 V until the effect appears to approach saturation at
∼−2.0 V.
There is a considerable shift in potential between the activation
(A) and deactivation (C) curves in Fig. 5. The average potential of the
50% point on the activation curve is ∼0.1 V while the corresponding potential on the deactivation curve is ∼−1.3 V, a hysteresis of
∼1.4 V.
The effect of treatment potential on VIV -VV kinetics was also
investigated.22 Results for both anodic and cathodic treatment of
glassy carbon, over a similar range of treatment potential to that in
Fig. 5 for VII -VIII , are plotted for VIV -VV in Fig. 6. The changes
in activity are large; e.g., the value of k0 after cathodic treatment at
−1.0 V is greater by a factor of ∼10 than that after anodic treatment at
1.6 V. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the two
metrics with regard to the potential region in which activation and
deactivation of the electrode occurs. For anodic treatment (A), as the
potential is made progressively more positive than ∼+0.7 V, the electrode activity progressively decreases. For cathodic treatment (C), at
potentials more negative than ∼+0.4 V the activity begins to increase;
this trend continues as the potential is made more negative with a rapid
increase in activity between +0.1 V and −0.3 V until the effect appears to approach saturation at ∼−0.6 V. The average potential of the
50% point on the activation curve is ∼−0.3 V while the corresponding
potential on the deactivation curve is ∼0.9 V, a hysteresis of 1.2 V.
These results are in direct contrast to those observed for the VII -VIII
system in Fig. 5.
Other carbon materials.— The effects of electrode treatment on
the kinetics of VII -VIII and VIV -VV were also investigated for other
carbon materials. Materials examined included carbon paper, carbon xerogel, and carbon fibers (obtained from typical felt used in
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Figure 6. Rate constants (open circles) from EIS results and CV currents
(closed circles) plotted against anodic (A) and cathodic (C) treatment potential
for a glassy-carbon electrode in a VIV -VV electrolyte. The experiments were
carried out similarly to those for Fig. 5.

commercial flow batteries). The detailed effects of treatment potential
on each type of carbon electrode were investigated for both anodic and
cathodic treatments in series of experiments similar to those described
above for glassy carbon.
The results are summarized in Fig. 7 where the normalized rate
constant after both cathodic (C) and anodic (A) treatment is plotted
against treatment potential for both VII -VIII (C23 and A23 ) and VIV VV (C45 and A45 ). It can be seen that all four carbons behave in a
similar manner: in all cases, anodic treatment results in enhancement
of VII -VIII and inhibition of VIV -VV while cathodic treatment results
in inhibition of VII -VIII and enhancement of VIV -VV . Furthermore,
it can be seen that in each case (A23 , A45 , C23 and C45 ) activation
or deactivation occurs over a similar range of potential for all four
carbons. The values of ko for both VII -VIII and VIV -VV after maximum
anodic treatment (kan ) and maximum cathodic treatment (kcat ) are
listed in Table II for all four carbons investigated. The ratio kan /kcat ,
which we call the anodic treatment factor (ATF), is also shown in each
case. It can be seen that in all cases the ATF is >1 for VII -VIII , ranging
from 8.87 for carbon fiber to 24.6 for carbon paper. In contrast, in all
cases the ATF is <1 for VIV -VV , ranging from 0.104 for glassy carbon
to 0.212 for carbon fiber.
In all cases, the electrodes could be repeatedly and reproducibly
toggled between activated and deactivated states by the corresponding
anodic and cathodic treatment, just as was the case with glassy carbon.
The results showed that all of these materials (carbon paper, carbon
xerogel, and the constituent fibers of carbon felt) behaved similarly to
glassy carbon.
In summary, for four different carbons and based on two different
techniques (EIS and CV) in each case, our results clearly show that
the kinetics of VII -VIII is enhanced by anodic, and inhibited by cathodic, treatment of the electrode; in contrast, the kinetics of VIV -VV

A5101

Figure 7. Normalized rate constant plotted against treatment potential for
four types of carbon. Data for both anodic (A) and cathodic (C) treatments
are shown for both VII -VIII (A23 and C23 ) and VIV -VV (A45 and C45 ). The
materials shown are: glassy carbon ●, carbon paper , carbon xerogel ,
and carbon fiber . Rate constants ko are normalized to their maximum value
kmax in each case (i.e. ko /kmax ). The experiments were carried out as described
earlier for Figs. 5 and 6.

is inhibited by anodic, and enhanced by cathodic, treatment. Thus,
the results are quite general for many types of carbon and, regardless
of the underlying mechanism, the conclusions are most important in
the context of the VFB. Enhancement factors vary somewhat with
electrode material, but in all cases are quite large, ranging from ∼10
to ∼25 for VII -VIII and from ∼5 to ∼10 for VIV -VV (based on the
ratio of the measured values of k0 ). Because of the size of these effects, they are clearly evident in all cases, regardless of the detailed
electrode kinetics of each of the two couples on the particular carbon
material. Further work needs to be done to more precisely characterize
the kinetics and mechanism for each of the couples. It is now clear
from our work that such studies will need to take careful account of
the effects of electrode treatment.
Comparison of VII -VIII and VIV -VV .— As discussed in the introduction, there are conflicting reports in the literature as to which electrode
kinetics is faster, VII -VIII or VIV -VV . It is clear from the above that
comparison is complicated by the strong and contrasting effects of
electrode treatments for the two systems. However, as will be shown
in this section, the VIV -VV reaction is, in general, faster than the
VII -VIII reaction for any given carbon material.
Plots of rate constants for the two couples at glassy-carbon are
compared in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the rate of VIV -VV after cathodic activation (C45 ) is ∼3 times greater than that of VII -VIII after
anodic activation (A23 ). Likewise the rate of VIV -VV after anodic deactivation (A45 ) is ∼3 times greater than that of VII -VIII after cathodic

Table II. Comparison of rate constants ko after maximum anodic treatment (kan ) and maximum cathodic treatment (kcat ) obtained from EIS
results for the electrodes indicated. The anodic treatment factor (ATF = kan /kcat ) is also shown in each case. Results for both VII -VIII and VIV -VV
are shown (from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively, in the case of glassy carbon).
VII -VIII

VIV -VV

Electrode Material

kan (×10−6 cm s−1 )

kcat (×10−6 cm s−1 )

ATF

kan (×10−6 cm s−1 )

kcat (×10−6 cm s−1 )

ATF

Glassy Carbon
Carbon Paper
Carbon Xerogel
Fiber

136
27.7
369
76.3

13.8
1.13
28.2
8.60

9.86
24.6
13.1
8.87

44.8
28.1
220
36.0

430
160
1183
170

0.104
0.176
0.186
0.212
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Table III. Rate of VIV -VV relative to VII -VIII (k45 /k23 ) for the four possible comparisons of electrode treatment (listed in Columns 1 and 2): the
effects of the treatments (activation or deactivation) are shown in brackets. In each case the ratio of the value of k45 measured after the treatment
indicated in Column 1 to the value of k23 measured after the treatment in Column 2 is shown for each carbon material; k45 and k23 represent,
respectively, the values of ko for VIV -VV and VII -VIII . Anodic treatment was for 60 s at +1.5 V; cathodic treatment was for 60 s at −0.9 V (for
VIV -VV ) or −2.0 V (for VII -VIII ).
Rate Ratio (k45 /k23 )
Treatment for VIV -VV

Treatment for VII -VIII

Glassy Carbon

Carbon Paper

Carbon Xerogel

Fiber

Cathodization (Activation)
Anodization (Deactivation)
Cathodization (Activation)
Anodization (Deactivation)

Anodization (Activation)
Cathodization (Deactivation)
Cathodization (Deactivation)
Anodization (Activation)

3.16
3.25
31.2
0.33

5.78
24.9
142
1.01

3.21
7.80
42.0
0.60

1.80
2.37
15.9
0.27

compared. In the absence of clear data for the contrasting effects of
anodization and cathodization on VII -VIII and VIV -VV kinetics, such
as we report in this paper, it would be reasonable to compare electrodes which had been pretreated in a similar manner. However, as
we now know, very different results would be obtained depending on
whether anodic or cathodic pretreatment of the electrode was chosen.
It is thus unsurprising that there are conflicting reports17,28–35 in the
literature as to which VFB electrode has slower kinetics.
In fact, the effect of electrode treatment on kinetics is often as
significant as the effect of carbon material, as seen in Table II. For
example, the rate constant for VII -VIII on anodized carbon xerogel is
13.3 times greater than that on anodized carbon paper; by comparison
the enhancement factor due to anodization is 13.1 for the carbon
xerogel and 24.6 for the carbon paper.

Figure 8. Comparison of rate constants for VII -VIII (Fig. 5) with those for
VIV -VV (Fig. 6). A23 and C23 correspond to VII -VIII after, respectively, anodic
and cathodic treatment of the electrode; similarly A45 and C45 correspond to
VIV -VV .

deactivation (C23 ).d It is also clear that on a cathodically treated electrode the rate is much larger (×31) for VIV -VV than for VII -VIII (compare C45 and C23 in Fig. 8). Only on an anodically treated electrode
is the rate of VII -VIII greater than that of VIV -VV (compare A23 and
A45 in Fig. 8). CV results for VII -VIII and VIV -VV are compared in the
Appendix.
Rate ratios of VIV -VV to VII -VIII are similarly compared in Table III
for all of the four carbon materials investigated. It can be seen that
the rate of VIV -VV is always greater than that of VII -VIII except (in
some cases) on an anodized electrode. This analysis highlights that
when VIV -VV and VII -VIII are “legitimately” compared (i.e. when
both electrodes are activated or both are deactivated), the rate of VIV VV is always greater. Only on an anodically treated electrode may
the rate of VII -VIII be greater, but this may be regarded as not being
a legitimate comparison because anodization enhances VII -VIII and
inhibits VIV -VV .
The foregoing may explain reports in the literature34,35,63 that the
kinetics of VII -VIII is faster than that of VIV -VV . It may also explain the surprisingly large variation in the ratio of rate constants (see
Table I) for VIV -VV and VII -VIII where both measurements were made
on the same electrode in the same study. Thus, as can be seen from
Table III, the rate ratio for a particular material may vary by two
orders of magnitude depending on the particular pair of treatments
d

Curve A45 does not show a clear saturation effect as is seen for the other curves.
Experiments were limited to potentials ≤1.6 V to avoid possible complications due to
carbon corrosion.

Nature of the effects of anodization and cathodization on the
electrode.— The effects of electrochemical pretreatment of carbon
electrodes on the kinetics of a number of other redox couples has
been reported.60,69–72 For most couples, anodic treatment of a carbon electrode inhibits the redox reaction while cathodic treatment
enhances it. Thus, the effects of electrode treatment on VIV -VV are
consistent with results for other systems but the contrasting effects on
VII -VIII are remarkable.
It might be suggested that the enhancement of VII -VIII simply reflects surface roughening due to corrosion of carbon. Indeed, we have
observed some increase in the area of newly fabricated electrodes
during anodization at higher potentials, but after electrodes have been
subjected to a number of cathodic and anodic treatments, a steady state
is reached. In contrast, electrodes which show enhanced activity for
VII -VIII after anodic treatment always return to their original lower
level of activity on subsequent cathodic treatment. This activation
and deactivation by alternate anodization and cathodization may be
continued indefinitely. Furthermore, the observed degree of activation
and deactivation is quantitatively related to the treatment potential
with excellent reproducibility. Thus, although surface roughening effects are commonly found to cause enhancement of electrochemical
activity, they cannot explain the highly reversible behavior observed
in the present study. This is further supported by the observation that
anodic activation of the electrode for VII -VIII occurs at less positive
potentials (i.e. milder corrosion conditions) than anodic deactivation
of the electrode for VIV -VV (see Table IV).
We proposed earlier22 that oxygen-containing species, known to
occur on the surface of carbon electrodes, are responsible for the
observed effects of cathodic and anodic treatment of electrodes on VIV VV electrode kinetics. It is likely that the effects on the VII -VIII kinetics
are similarly due to oxidation and reduction of surface functional
groups. Obviously, the details of the effects are considerably different
for VII -VIII than for VIV -VV .
In comparing the effects, it is instructive to compare the potentials
at which activation and deactivation effects occur for the two couples, VII -VIII and VIV -VV . Anodic treatment of an electrode activates
it for the VII -VIII reaction but deactivates it for the VIV -VV reaction.
However, the observed potential for VII -VIII activation (∼0.2 V) is
considerably less positive than that (∼1.0 V) for VIV -VV deactivation
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Table IV. Comparison of the potentials E1/2 for 50% activation and 50% deactivation (from Fig. 7) after the corresponding anodic and cathodic
treatment of the electrodes indicated. Results are shown for both VII -VIII and VIV -VV .
VII -VIII E1/2 (V)

VIV -VV E1/2 (V)

Electrode Material

Activation (Anodization)

Deactivation (Cathodization)

Activation (Cathodization)

Deactivation (Anodization)

Glassy Carbon
Carbon Paper
Carbon Xerogel
Fiber

0.1
0.4
0.3
0.0

−1.3
−1.2
−1.3
−1.3

−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1

Average

0.2

−1.3

−0.2

1.0

(see Table IV). This strongly suggests that the nature of the oxidation
process is significantly different in the two cases. Thus it is likely that
the specific oxidized forms of the surface functional groups responsible for activating the VII -VIII reaction are different from those responsible for deactivating the VIV -VV reaction. Likewise the observed
potential at which cathodic treatment of an electrode deactivates it for
VII -VIII (∼−1.3 V) is considerably more negative than that (∼−0.2 V)
which activates it for VIV -VV . Therefore, in this case also it is likely
that the specific reduced forms of the surface functional groups responsible for activating VIV -VV are different from those responsible
for deactivating VII -VIII . Thus, the electrode state which enhances VII VIII is not equivalent to that which inhibits VIV -VV and the state which
inhibits VII -VIII is not equivalent to that which enhances VIV -VV .
It is, in fact, possible that enhancement of both VII -VIII and VIV VV is due to the same (active) state of the electrode. In that scenario,
oxidation of this active state leads to inhibition for VIV -VV while
reduction of the same active state leads to inhibition for VII -VIII .
The question then arises, of course, as to why inhibition of VIV -VV
is not observed after strong cathodization of the electrode and why
inhibition of VII -VIII is not observed after strong anodization. The
answer may be that the strongly reduced state cannot persist under the
oxidizing conditions of the VIV -VV electrolyte and that the strongly
oxidized state cannot persist under the reducing conditions of the VII VIII electrolyte. For example, it can be seen from Curve A23 in Fig. 7
that a cathodized electrode, initially deactivated for VII -VIII , is strongly
activated by holding it at ∼0.46 V (the VIV -VV rest potential); thus,
such an electrode would not remain inactive in a VIV -VV electrolyte
long enough for the effect to be observed. Likewise, it can be seen from
Curve C45 in Fig. 7 that an anodized electrode, initially deactivated for
VIV -VV , is strongly activated by holding it at ∼−0.9 V (the VII -VIII
rest potential); thus, such an electrode would not remain inactive in a
VII -VIII electrolyte long enough for the effect to be observed.
In summary, while cathodic treatment of carbon leads to inhibition
of VII -VIII and enhancement of VIV -VV , these two effects do not
correspond to a common reduced state of the electrode. Likewise,
while anodic treatment of carbon leads to enhancement of VII -VIII
and inhibition of VIV -VV , these two effects do not correspond to a
common oxidized state of the electrode. It is possible that the state
of the electrode responsible for enhancement of VII -VIII is, in fact,
similar to the state responsible for enhancement of VIV -VV .
Conclusions
It was shown for four different types of carbon that the kinetics
of the VII -VIII reaction is enhanced by anodic treatment of the electrode and inhibited by cathodic treatment. In contrast, the kinetics of
the VIV -VV reaction is inhibited by anodic treatment of an electrode
and enhanced by cathodic treatment. Both EIS and CV experiments
showed that alternate cathodization and anodization of the electrode
repeatedly and reproducibly toggled its behavior, affecting VII -VIII
and VIV -VV in opposite senses: anodization enhanced the kinetics of
VII -VIII but inhibited the kinetics of VIV -VV while cathodization had
the opposite effects.
The effects of treatment potential on both VII -VIII and VIV -VV
were examined in detail for both anodization and cathodization. For
VII -VIII , anodic treatment at potentials in the region of ∼0.1 V caused

an increase in activity while cathodic treatment in the region of ∼−1.3
V caused a decrease in activity. Likewise but conversely for VIV -VV ,
anodic treatment in the region of ∼0.9 V caused a decrease in activity
while cathodic treatment in the region of ∼−0.3 V caused an increase
in activity. The potential region for each of these effects varied only
slightly with carbon material and analysis technique.
The ATF (defined in the text) was estimated for each carbon material. For VII -VIII the ATF was always > 1 as expected, ranging from
8.87 for carbon fiber to 24.6 for carbon paper. Likewise, for VIV VV the ATF was always < 1, ranging from 0.104 for glassy carbon to
0.212 for carbon fiber. Because of the size of these effects, the primary
finding of this paper is plain; i.e. that cathodization and anodization
of the electrode affect VII -VIII and VIV -VV in opposite senses.
The rate constants for VII -VIII were compared with those for VIV VV on each carbon. The comparison was complicated by the strong
and contrasting effects of electrode treatment for the two systems.
However, the observed rate constants were always greater for VIV -VV
than for VII -VIII except when anodized electrodes were compared; in
the latter case, the normal trend could be reversed because anodization enhanced VII -VIII and inhibited VIV -VV . These observations may
explain discrepancies and inconsistencies in the literature. Further
work needs to be done to more precisely characterize the kinetics and
mechanism for each of the couples. However, it is now clear from
our research that such studies will need to take careful account of the
effects of electrode treatment.
It is suggested that oxygen-containing species, known to occur
on the surface of carbon electrodes, are responsible for the observed
effects of cathodic and anodic treatment. Obviously, the details of the
effects are considerably different for VII -VIII than for VIV -VV . While
anodic treatment of carbon leads to enhancement of VII -VIII and inhibition of VIV -VV , the considerable difference between the potentials
at which these two effects occur indicates that they do not correspond
to a common oxidized state of the electrode. Likewise while cathodic
treatment of carbon leads to inhibition of VII -VIII and enhancement of
VIV -VV , the considerable difference between the potentials at which
these two effects occur indicates that they do not correspond to a
common reduced state of the electrode.
It is, in fact, possible that enhancement of both VII -VIII and VIV -VV
is due to the same (active) state of the electrode. In that scenario, oxidation of this active state leads to inhibition of VIV -VV while reduction
of the same active state leads to inhibition of VII -VIII . Inhibition of
VIV -VV is not observed after strong cathodization possibly because
the strongly reduced state may not be able to persist under the oxidizing conditions of the VIV -VV electrolyte; likewise inhibition of
VII -VIII is not observed after strong anodization possibly because the
strongly oxidized state may not be able to persist under the reducing
conditions of the VII -VIII electrolyte.
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Figure A1. Normalized activity estimated from CV currents plotted against
treatment potential for four types of carbon. Data for both anodic (A) and
cathodic (C) treatments are shown for both VII -VIII (A23 and C23 ) and VIV VV (A45 and C45 ). The materials shown are: glassy carbon ●, carbon paper
, carbon xerogel , and carbon fiber . Normalized activity is defined as
d
a = IIa−I
−Id where I is the CV current (as defined for Fig. 5) after treatment at a
given potential; Ia and Id are the currents after maximum activation and maximum deactivation, respectively. The experiments were carried out as described
earlier for Figs. 5 and 6.

Figure A2. Comparison of CVs of a glassy-carbon electrode in a VIV -VV
electrolyte after cathodic treatment at −2.0 V (solid line) and −0.9 V (broken
line) for 60 s. The scan rate was 50 mV s−1 .

Comparison of VII -VIII and VIV -VV using CVs.— Typical CV results on
glassy carbon for VII -VIII and VIV -VV are compared in Fig. A3. In each case a CV for
both an anodized and a cathodized electrode is shown. Clearly, the currents for VIV -VV
after cathodic activation (C45 ) are greater than those for VII -VIII after anodic activation
(A23 ). Likewise the currents for VIV -VV after anodic deactivation (A45 ) are greater than
those for VII -VIII after cathodic deactivation (C23 ).

Appendix
CV results for effect of treatment potential.—

The detailed effects of
treatment potential on each of the four types of carbon were also investigated using CVs
as the metric. The results are summarized in Fig. A1 where the normalized activity after
both cathodic (C) and anodic (A) treatment is plotted against treatment potential for both
VII -VIII (C23 and A23 ) and VIV -VV (C45 and A45 ). In agreement with the EIS results in
Fig. 7, it can be seen that all four carbons behave in a similar manner: in all cases, anodic
treatment results in enhancement of VII -VIII and inhibition of VIV -VV while cathodic
treatment results in inhibition of VII -VIII and enhancement of VIV -VV . Furthermore it can
be seen that in each case (A23 , A45 , C23 , and C45 ) activation or deactivation occurs over a
similar range of potential for all four carbons.
The CV currents (as defined for Fig. 5) for both VII -VIII and VIV -VV after maximum
anodic treatment and maximum cathodic treatment are listed in Table A1 for all four
carbons investigated. The ratio of the current after anodic treatment to that after cathodic
treatment is also shown in each case. It can be seen that in all cases this ratio is >1 for
VII -VIII , ranging from 2.96 for carbon fiber to 7.25 for carbon paper. In contrast, in all
cases the ratio is <1 for VIV -VV , ranging from 0.153 for glassy carbon to 0.547 for carbon
xerogel.

Comparison of CVs obtained after treatment at −0.9 V and
−2.0 V.— A CV obtained on a glassy-carbon electrode in VIV -VV electrolyte after

treatment at −2.0 V (solid curve) is compared with that obtained after treatment at −0.9
V (dashed curve) in Fig. A2. It can be seen that there is very little difference in current
between the two curves indicating that the activity of the electrode after cathodic treatment
at −2.0 V is approximately the same as that after cathodic treatment at −0.9 V.

Figure A3. Comparison of the CV responses of VII -VIII and VIV -VV . A23 and
C23 correspond to VII -VIII after, respectively, anodic and cathodic treatment
of the electrode; similarly A45 and C45 correspond to VIV -VV . The data are
from Fig. 2.

Table A1. Comparison of CV currents Icv after maximum anodic treatment and maximum cathodic treatment for the electrodes indicated. The
ratio of the CV current (as defined for Fig. 5) after anodic treatment Ian to that after cathodic treatment Icat is also shown in each case. Results for
both VII -VIII and VIV -VV are shown (from Fig. 5 and Figs. 6, respectively, in the case of glassy carbon).
VII -VIII

VIV -VV

Electrode Material

Ian (mA cm−2 )

Icat (mA cm−2 )

Ian /Icat

Ian (mA cm−2 )

Icat (mA cm−2 )

Ian /Icat

Glassy carbon
Carbon Paper
Carbon Xerogel
Fiber

7.06
1.16
13.5
2.40

1.53
0.16
2.72
0.81

4.61
7.25
4.96
2.96

7.40
2.44
14.5
1.73

21.0
7.17
26.5
11.3

0.352
0.340
0.547
0.153
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